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M.1.9. is a new African American, male, hip hop artist who is making a name for himself as both
a smooth lyricist and powerful hip-hop artist with an incredibly grounded angle. His clean and
attractive hip hop sound is guaranteed to burn up the mainstream charts. “Southern Cassanova”
is demonstrative of M.1.9’s ability to blend soulful club beats with a smooth rap narrative that is
catchy and impressive.

The Maxi Single “Southern Cassanova” a powerful blend of today’s hip hop and R&B sound that
is on par with the likes of Dru Hill and LL Cool J. “Southern Cassanova” It has something for
everybody across the hip-hop spectrum as it delivers the right combination of beats for the
bootie-shakers and contemplative lyrics that rap enthusiasts will appreciate.

The maxi single contains these four tracks:
1. Crashed Days – The fact that no one can take the place of the best girl you ever had.
2. Can You Feel It – Defining the integrated style M.1.9 as a noteworthy Hip-Hop artist.
3. Broke Figgaz – Being broke is a choice, why do we choose it?
4. The Gigolo – A new dance floor move for the fellas.

M.1.9.’s maxi single track, The Gigolo, will make you want to hit the dance floor and do the
“gigolo”. The “Gigolo” is a dance song that fits in the genre of the “Electric Slide” but is closer in
style to Nelly’s “Flap Your wings” and Fat Jo’s current track “Lean Back”. “With a dance hit like
this (The Gigalo), M.I.9. will be a welcome addition to the Hip-hop community” according to
Executive Producer, Terry Wells. 

Fat Weight Entertainment a music production company based southern California specializing
in the quality production and promotion of today’s Hip-Hop and R&B artist. Fat Weight
Entertainment is headed by Terry Wells, a business owner with a passion for bringing talented
people together.
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